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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Increased emphasis on mathematics as a tool subject in the 

sciences has led to a demand for at least two years of mathematics 

in the high school curriculum* In 1957 the State Board of Education 

in Montana made one year of algebra and one year of geometry require¬ 

ments for graduation.^ This has since been changed to two years of 

mathematics* 

Catherine Davis reminds us of the national interest in arith¬ 

metic by saying that all across the nation today both teachers and 

students are being offered an opportunity for professional inspira¬ 

tion and growth under conditions unique to our times* Under the 

auspices of the National Science Foundation, an increasing number 

of universities and colleges are conducting instututes and confer¬ 

ences in science and mathematics* Participants in these institutes 

receive stipends that make it financially possible, and often profit¬ 

able, for them to attend* In many instances, they receive college 

credit toward advanced degrees for the course work involved.2 

Hollister tells us that the increased complexity of our society 

today adds importance to the arithmetic program in our schools. 

Arithmetic plays an important part in the daily affairs 
of the average person* The handling of money, charge accounts, 

^•State Department of Public Instruction, March 11, 1957, 
The Bulletin* D*P.I. 1-57M, 2 pp. 

^avis, Catherine Lynn, ‘‘Highlights of a Summer Conference,’* 
The Arithmetic Teacher. Vol* 8, Number 1, January, 1961, p. 14* 
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income and sales taxes, payroll deductions, and bank accounts 
are to some extent found in the every-day experiences of nearly 
every adult in our country* 

Not many decades ago one could have found many citizens 
for whom these transactions would have had little or no signi¬ 
ficance* However, credit and not cash, group effort and not 
individual independence, form the basis for much of our economic 
and social life today* This means multiple transactions involv¬ 
ing the use of numbers. Schools must provide experiences that 
will enable youn^ people to meet these mathematical needs with 
confidence. Accordingly, the acquisition of competency in arith¬ 
metical thinking and computational processes is important in 
the school program.3 

It is believed that much of the difficulty students have with 

algebra and geometry can be traced to a lack of understanding on the 

part of students of the basic concepts of mathematics.4 Grossnickle 

and tzner have shown that learning will take place more rapidly 

when the pupil understands than if he drills on rules and processes 

in a meaningless manner*** 

While drill increases proficiency in performing operations, 

where a high degree of memorization is wanted, according to William 

Book, it does not necessarily contribute to an understanding of a 

process or an operation.6 

^Hollister, George E., *’Arithmetic in the School Program,” 
(Bulletin) D. C* Heath and Company, 1953, p. 2. 

4Eads, Laura K., "Teaching Mathematics,” The Grade Teacher, 
June 1959, p* 44. 

^Grossnickle, Foster E., and Metzner, William, The Use of 
Visual Aids in the Teaching of Arithmetic, Rambler Press, Brooklyn, 
N. V., 1950, pp. 4-5. > 

^Book, William F., The Psychology of Skill. Gregg Publishing 
Company, Chicago, 1925, p. 25. 
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Stokes maintains that drill may help to fix a method or a 

procedure in the mind without developing concepts, by which is meant 

the ability to comprehend meanings. When meanings are comprehended 

we are said to possess concepts, and the mastery of arithmetic con¬ 

cepts is the real purpose of arithmetic study. He says that one 

acquires a concept when he is able to make generalizations based on 

past experiences. Thus wherever and whenever the child, through any 

experiences, organizes new ideas and outcomes and is then able to 

generalize on this new organization, he has refined a concept or he 

is building a new one. These concepts, Stokes says, can be developed 

by providing pupils a wide variety of multisensory experiences.7 

According to Buckingham, scientific evidence shows that learn¬ 

ing is accomplished best by seeing parts in relation to a whole rather 

than by studying isolated parts. 

The trend is away from atomistic (part teaching) to¬ 
ward parts related to the whole. I refer to the almost 
complete transformation in the accepted psychology of arith¬ 
metic. Ten years ago all the leaders in this field were 
atomists who pinned their faith to the doctrine of definite 
responses to definite stimuli, and to the virtues of minute 
analysis of subject matter. They exalted specific skills 
which they sought to develop by drill according to the law 
of exercise. They believed that each big skill was the sum 
of the little skills, and that mastery of a field of subject 
matter was the total subordinate masteries in constituent 
areas. 

Today, with almost the same universality, students of 
arithmetic are more interested in wholes than in parts, more 
convinced of the efficiency of insight than of the sufficiency 

^Stokes, Newton C., Teaching the Meaning of Arithmetic, 
Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., New York, 1951, p. 7. 

^Buckingham, B. R., "Trends in Policies," Mathematics Teacher. 
November, 1938, Number 31, p. 330. 
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of repetition, more concerned with understanding than with skill, 
and more than ever reverent of the deep mysteries of individual 
differences^ 

Buckingham coments with some sarcasm on the drill method of 

teaching and declares that it is instrumental in training students 

not to think* 

The remedy for disappointing results is therefore to 
drill harder and faster and longer than you did before* Having 
found that your perscription is no good you are bidden to give 
larger doses of the medicine which has produced the disorder* 

Such a procedure tends.merely to train the child to 
take the many steps in the operation of numbers* It does not 
contribute effectively toward his increasing understanding 
of numbers, and his using them in the solution of real prob¬ 
lems* It develops pupils in figuring, or computing, more 
than in insight and reasoning. 

In attacking the problem the child thus taught is 
likely to use the trial and error method. He does not think* 
He tries adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing. 
The operation that happens to give him the answer is accepted 
as the right one. Indeed, he often accepts unquestionably the 
wrong operation or an unreasonable answer because the problem 
is meaningless to him. 

Beginning pupils who are merely trained in the compu¬ 
tation of numbers are unlikely to be inclined or able to think 
as they face arithmetical problems later in the advanced grades*^ 

The awareness of the added emphasis on mathematics and the need 

for greater concept development led to this investigation. 

^Buckingham, B. R., "Trends in Policies,” Mathemat5rs Teacher. 
November, 1938, Number 31, p. 330. 

^Buckingham, B. R., "Significance, Meaning,..Insight—These 
Three," Arithmetic Teacher. January, 1938, Number 31, pp. 378-279. 
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The Purpose 

The emphasis now being placed on mathematics as a requirement 

for graduation from high school means that more students will be 

required to take courses in mathematics* and this presents to the 

elementary teacher the problem of developing mathematical concepts 

which will prepare the student for high school mathematics**^ 

The chief purpose of this study was to determine the value 

of visual aids in developing arithmetic concepts which resolved, 

itself in determining the answers to the following questions per¬ 

taining to the sixth grade* 

1* What.are some of the basic concepts necessary in sixth 
grade arithmetic? 

2* How can visual aids help develop concepts? 

3* What are the best methods of using specific visual aids? 

4* How can certain devices be used to develop specific arith¬ 
metic concepts? 

5* How can some of the best aids be made? 

Procedures 

A review of literature was used to determine the basic con¬ 

cepts and how visual aids may help develop them* Observation was 

used in determining the value of specific methods in the use of visual 

aids and manipulative materials* Tests were given to determine the 

best methods of using specific devices* 

*^Gibb, E* Glenadine, "Some Approaches to Mathematics Concepts,M 

NEA Journal* November, 1959, p. 65* 
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Umitstions 

The literature reviewed was confined to that available in the 

Montana State College Library* Observation to evaluate specific 

methods of presentation vjas limited to the sixth grade class of 

the elementary school at Lame Deeri Montana* 

Definitions 

By "visual aids" in this study is meant any device or object 

which vdll help to present a mathematical concept in a concrete 

manner* 

By "concept" is meant a generalization about data which are 

related so that it enables one to respond' to, or think about specific 

stimuli in a particular way* Hence a concept is exercised as an act 

of judgment* Concepts seem to arise out of perceptions, out of actual 

acquaintance with objects and situations, and through undergoing ex¬ 

periences and engaging in actions of various kinds.1! 

Summary 

The first step was to review literature on the subject to dis¬ 

cover the concepts considered to be basic for an understanding of 

mathematics* A review of this literature is presented in Chapter IX* 

11Lovell, K., The Growth of Basic Mathematical and Scientific 
Concepts In Children, Philosophical Library* Hew York. 1962* p. 151r 
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CHAPTER IX 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

During the last twenty-five years much has been written about 

"meaningful arithmetic#" Although there is some confusion over the 

terminology surrounding meaningful arithmetic as well as difference 

of opinion as to what constitutes a program of meaningful arithmetic, 

the term itself, Rappaport says, has been generally accepted by teachers 

and administrators, and that this emphasis has made necessary a change 

in the concept of teaching. 

It is also generally agreed, according to the literature, 
that arithmetic is a thought process involving generalization, 
organization, integration and reorganization of experience. 
This thinking about meaningful arithmetic has emphasized a need 
for a change in the concept of teaching. The role of the teacher 
has become one of motivating and stimulating the child to dis¬ 
cover the meanings in arithmetic. Instead of requiring the child 
to follow set patterns without reasons or explanations the teacher 
provides a learning situation in which the child gains insight 
and understanding.1 

Teaching arithmetical concepts and procedures might be a simple 

task if all children learned alike. One device or one situation 

would serve the needs of all learners. But all children do not 

respond in the same manner to all stimuli, and quantitative concepts 

are not discovered in the same way by all learners. The thought 

patterns of children which determine the acquisition of number concepts 

and arithmetical processes vary because of differences in mental 

ability, experimental background, previous number concepts, insights. 

^Rappaport, David, "Understanding Meanings in Arithmetic,” 
The Arithmetic Teacher. March, 1958, pp. 96-98. 
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interest, methods used in teaching previous number concepts, aptitude 

and attitude. For these reasons elementary teachers should strive 

to make it possible for children to have many kinds of experiences 

in dealing with numbers and number processes.2 

Brueckner and Grossnickle maintain that arithmetic must be 

taught in such a way as to be meaningful to the children, by giving 

them experiences which make clear to them how these processes function 

in their daily lives. '’Unless this is done," they say, "there can 

be no assurance that the pupils will be able to apply quantitative 

procedures in dealing with social situations in life outside the 

school. 

Wilson says that the typical teacher of arithmetic has one 

method only, with few variations. He says that she applies this one 

method to all types of subject matter which means that much of the 

time she is using the wrong method for certain children in her class, 

and not the best method for presenting every type of arithmetic 

concept. "A one-idea concept is not broad enough," he says," for 

effective teaching."4 

It is not difficult to find opinions that visual aids will 

assist in the attainment of understanding and retention. The follow¬ 

ing authorities are cited: 1 , 

2Erikson, Leland H., "Color as an Aid in Teaching Concepts," 
The Arithmetic Teacher. February* 1958. p. 10. / 

^Brueckner, Leo J., and Grossnickle, Foster E*, How to Make 
Arithmetic Meaningful, John C. Winston, Philadelphia, 1947, p. III. 

4Wilson, Guy M., Teaching the ?fcw Arithmetic/ McGraw-Hill 
Book Company, Inc., Hew York, 1951, p. 41. v 
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The teacher can feel confident that selection and use 
of many and varied materials will bring about increased learn¬ 
ings in the social and mathematical aims of arithmetic*5 

An increased use of models would make the learning of 
slow learners easier if studies of the characteristics of 
these learners have any validity*^ 

The use of multisensory aids in the teaching of pupils 
with average intelligence or lower is unquestionably necessary* 
This does not mean that pupils of superior ability do not need 
to use these sensory aids.' 

Bernstein says that the arithmetic teacher is surrounded by 

books discussing how to make these multisensory devices and with 

commercial catalogues offering a tremendous variety of these materials 

which guide the arithmetic teacher* 

There are, however, certain principles in the selection of 

these materials which should be followed* They are 

1* There should be a direct correlation between the opera¬ 
tions which are carried on with a device and the opera¬ 
tions which are carried on in doing the same mathematics 
with paper and pencil* 

2* The use of manipulative aids should involve something 
which the child himself can move in the process of 
learning the mathematical principles involved. 

3. The use of manipulative materials should involve as many 
of the senses as possible. 

^Glennon, Vincent J*, and Kunnicut, C. W*, "What Research 
Says About Arithmetic," Washington, National Education Association, 
1952, p* 26. ' ~ 1 ‘ ~ " ' ' 

^Schacht, John F., and Kinsella, John J., "Dynamic Geometry," 
Mathematics Teacher, XL, April, 1947, p* 155. 

^Fehr, H. F., "The Place of Multisensory Aids In Teacher 
Training Programs," Mathematics Teacher, XL, May, 1947, p. 213. , 
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4* The use of the physical or manipulative device should be 
permissive rather than mandatory* 

5* In general, learning may proceed from using physical models; 
to use of pictures, to the use of symbols*** 

The reason many children make mistakes in arithmetic, Dolch 

tells us, is that they try to take more than one step at a time* 

The teacher, to whom the process is simple; is interested in getting 

the answer in the shortest time possible and does not realize that 

all the steps are not clear to the child* Many children cannot do 

this* They must take just one step at a time so they can see what 

they are doing. 

He says that the idea of fractions as parts is easy for child¬ 

ren to understand, but when they come to handling fractions in arith¬ 

metic, the words and methods often confuse them, and for this reason 

visual and manipulative aids are essential to help some children 

form fraction concepts* 

He illustrates how confusing the terminology must be to a child 

who confronts it for the first time* He says that when children begin 

multiplying and dividing fractions they are confused because to them 

"multiply** has always meant "to get more," and when he multiplies 

fractions he gets less* To him "dividing" always meant to get less, 

but now it means to get more* He finds that to multiply by one-fourth 

he divides by four and to divide by one-fourth he multiplies by four* 

^Bernstein, Allen L*, "Use of Manipulative Devices,".The 
Arithmetic Teacher, Vol. 10, Number 5, 1963, pp. 280-283* 
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The best way to clear up this confusion is with devices so he can 

see each step.9 

Grossnickle declares that the printed page is too often the 

sole means used by students for finding a procedure to follow in 

arithmetic* The presentation of a process which may require several 

pages of discussion in a textbook can be shown effectively with a 

film. He has listed specific uses of visual aids in arithmetic asi^ 

1* To motivate the study of number through showing a lifelike 
usage of number in a meaningful situations 

2* To show the type of procedure to use or to follow in 
presenting a particular phase of a topic or process? 

3. To introduce activities that provide or suggest moans of 
manipulating materials so as to make learning effective 
for the pupil? 

4. To present an over-all view of a particular topic that 
may be used as a review or as a form of a test. 

lovell says that the arithmetic concepts in grade six which 

are to be either introduced or extended and lend themselves to pre¬ 

sentation by visual or manipulative devices are 

1. weight concepts 

2. space concepts 

3. time concepts 

4. length and measurement concepts 

9Dolch, Edward W., Helping Your Child With Arithmetic. Gerrard 
Press, Champaign, 111., 1957, pp. 30-31. 

i^Grossnickle, Foster E., and Metzner, William, The Use of   
Visual Aids in the Teaching of Arithmetic* Rambler Press, Brooklyn* 
1950, p. 58. 
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5* area and volume concepts 

6# concepts of fractional and decimal parts.** 

Lovell also maintains that devices of various kinds are only 

means to help a child transfer from percept to generalization or 

concept. He says that mathematical concepts begin as percepts 

concerning things and move from there to a concept or generalization 

of relationships. , 

Mathematical concepts are one class of concepts; they 
are generalizations about the relationships betv/een certain kinds 
of data. Khen dealing wit!> say, the natural numbers (1, 2, 3, 4, 
etc.), the child has to move from percepts (arising from his 
association with concrete objects) and actions to the concepts. 
And the methods the teacher uses aid this process to a greeter 
or lesser extent* 

If the concepts of the natural numbers does not exist 
in his mind divorced from particular things, the mental opera¬ 
tions that he can perform with them will be limited accordingly.*^ 

Rappaport has listed the general concepts or arithmetic mean¬ 

ings for all grades and for which he says there is general agreement 

in the literature* 

There is general agreement, expressed in the literature, 
that the basic meanings in arithmetic include the understanding 
of counting) place value, the decimal number system, the meaning 
of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division with in¬ 
tegers, fractions, and decimals, and the meaning of percentage.*3 

**Lovoll, K., The Growth of Basic Mathematical and Scientific 
Concepts in Children, Philosophical Library. Hew York. 1962. pp. 151* 

*2Ibid., pp. 19-20. _ 

*%appaport, David, ’’Understanding Meanings in Arithmetic,” 
The Arithmetic Teacher, March, 1958, p. 96*. 
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Gunderson says that the use of visual aids, while commonly 

used in the lower grades are not so widely recognized for their 

value in the upper grades* She says that they are especially valuable 

at all grade levels for the pupils who are having difficulty In master¬ 

ing the arithmetical concepts* 

Children of any age, bo they first graders or teenagers, 
need to become independent and to feel secure in the field of 
arithmetic, and teachers can do much to help those at any level 
who find arithmetic difficult by encouraging them to use con¬ 
crete materials as aids to understanding problems* Such visual 
aids in arithmetic are available to every teacher. 

Gunderson says further that if visual aids in teaching arith¬ 

metic are considered standard equipment in our mathematics laboratory 

then the pupils in the upper grades use them as convenient means to 

illustrate, explain, or prove their solutions to problems. She says* 

Manipulative and visual materials are very effective in 
making rules and generalizations meaningful and to show that 
generalizations are backed by truths. They are particularly 
useful in demonstrating equivalence transformations and in giving 
meaning to the algorisms we use when computing with fractions.15 

Van Engen says, "The reactions to the world of concrete objects 

are the foundation stones from which the structure of abstract ideas 

a^isos*’, In other words concepts are created from our reactions to 

concrete objects and materials.^ 

14Quncjerson> Agnes G*f "From Concrete Materials to Abstract 
Numbers,” (Bulletin) D. C. Heath, 1953, p. 5. 

l^Gunderson, Agnes G., "Manipulative and Visual Materials," 
(Bulletin) D. C. Heath, I960, p. 1. 

I6van Engen, Henry, "The Formation of Concepts," Twenty-First 
Yearbook of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematlce. 
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Spencer and Brydegaard believe that we experience mathematics 

with all our senses and for this reason multisensory aids are essential 

to the teaching of mathematics. 

Mathematical experiencing is multisensory. Quantitative 
phenomena occur with every type of sensory stimulation whether 
it be aural, visual, tactile, thermal, olfactory, gustatory, 
kinesthetic, or any other. And all types of stimuli are utilized 
in adapting one’s behavior with regard for one’s environment. 
Consequently, instructional procedures must utilize multisen¬ 
sory aids rather than being content with concentrating on a single 
or even a few types.17 

Grossnickle lists the classes of visual aids which can be used 

effectively to develop and extend arithmetic concepts under two 

headings! 

I. Visual Material 

A. moving picture films 
B. filmstrips 
C. charts 
D. posters 
E. pictures 
F• graphs 
G. diagrams 

II. Manipulative Devices 

A. cutouts 
B. fractional discs and parts 
C. discs for fractional or decimal equivalents 
D. other devices*8 

Some of the editors of Scott, Foresman’s arithmetic textbooks 

have set up the sixth grade program under five main topics and say 

*7Spencer, P. L., and Brydegaard, Marguerite, Building Mathe¬ 
matical Concepts in the Elementary School. Henry Holt, Hew York, 
1952, pp. 29-30. 

*®Grossnickle, Metzner, ojo. cit., p. 15. 
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that these objectives can be reached in grade six by the use of 

proper methods and materials* 

First* By the end of grade six the pupils should be able to 
add, subtract, multiply, and divide whole numbers 
with understanding and reasonable skill. 

Second* They should be able to add, subtract, multiply, and 
divide fractions, whether expressed in "common" or 

"decimal" form. Included in the scope of this objective 
are the so-called mixed numbers. 

Third* The pupils should be able to analyze and solve pro¬ 
blems that require two or more steps in their solution, 
as well as those that require only one step. In 
particular, pupils should gain reasonable control 
over rate and comparison situations that are solved 
by means of ratios and over problems that require 
computation with fractions for their solution. 

Fourth* The pupils should have a knowledge of geometry that 
includes the names and more obvious properties of 
simple geometric forms, both in the plane and in 
three dimensions. They should be able to calculate 
the perimeters and areas of parallelograms and the 
volume of rectangular solids. 

Fifth* The pupils should be introduced to a variety of 
important mathematical ideas that not only increase 
their understanding of familiar topics but also lead 
to growth in mathematical maturity. Work in mental 
calculation can be broadened in this grade. 

These objectives can be achieved by the use of ap¬ 
propriate methods and materials. It should be noted 
in particular that attention to concept building and 
understanding, although time consuming In the Intro¬ 
ductory stages, ultimately saves time because less 
emphasis is needed upon drill as a means of learning.^ 

^Hartung, Maurice L.; Van Engen, Henry? Knowles, Lois, and 
Gibb, Glenadine E., Charting the Course for Arithmetic. Scott. Foresman, 
and Company, 111., 1960, pp. 136. 



Summary 

Undoubtedly the arithmetic teacher will add to this list, 

but these will provide the sixth grade teacher with a variety of 

devices for developing and extending the arithmetic concepts to be 

taught in the sixth grade• 

Some principles in the use of these visual and manipulative 

devices, the advantages and disadvantages of specific ones, and how 

to make certain others will be discussed in the following chapter* 
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CHAPTER III 

EXPERIMENT WITH DIFFERENT METHODS 
OF USING MOVING PICTURES 

Moving Picture Films .... ... • 

It has been estimated that 87 per cent of one's sensations 

are visual*1 This being true we are justified in using moving picture 

films to introduce or develop concepts because this type of presenta¬ 

tion can be made to appeal to the visual sensation in a number of 

ways* Color can be used very effectively in moving pictures* The 

very fact that there is action and the situations presented can be 

made so true to a child's experiences, catch and hold his interest 

are added advantages in the use of moving pictures. 

There are some disadvantages to moving picture films which 

should be noted* A moving picture is so constructed that continuity 

is essential to its effectiveness. For this reason it does not 

lend itself to questions and explanations during the showing. Another 

disadvantage of moving picture films is expense and the inability 

to always obtain the proper film at the time it is needed to corre¬ 

late with the lesson being presented* However, both these disadvan¬ 

tages are being met to some extent here in Montana by our State Film 

Library at Helena. 

^Grossnickle, Foster E*; and Metzner, William, The Use of Visual 
Aids in the Teaching of Arithmetic* Rambler Press, Brooklyn, 1950,.. 
p. 16* 
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Films may be borrowed from the film library at a nominal cost 

to the school and experience has shown that films can usually be 

scheduled to meet the teacher’s need with a little preplanning. 

For a film to be most effective there should be adequate plan¬ 

ning so it will correlate with the particular phase of arithmetic 

being taught and preparation so that a maximum benefit may be derived 

by the class. 

To test the best method of using a film to obtain best results 

a series of three tests were given to the sixth grade class in the' 

Lame Deer School, This class was grouped in two sections according 

to ability. Group One was composed of children who had maintained 

a grade average in arithmetic of "B” or higher during the first six 

weeks of school. Group Two was composed of children most of whom 

had a high degree of Indian blood and quite often a distinct language 

barrier, the significance of which was seen in the results of the 

tests. 

Group One averaged 11 years 10 months, or just about where 

they should be in chronological age when finishing the sixth grade. 

Group Two averaged 13 years 5 l/2 months which indicates a possible 

retardation of nearly two years. 

The three tests were given to evaluate three methods of pre¬ 

sentation, In Test One, the picture ‘‘Decimals Are Hasy” was shown 

without any discussion or explanation of terms with the class and 

was followed by a test on subject matter as presented in the film 

and problems based on the processes used. The results of Test One 

are shown in Tables 1 and 2. 



TABLE 1* SCORES OF GROUP 1 ON TEST 1 WHERE FILM 
WAS SHOWN WITHOUT COMMENT OR EXPLANATION 

Pupil Sex Aq e 
Mo * 

Raw _ 
Score 

Terry M 12 3 94 

Marvin n . 11 9 64 

Sammy u 13 1 72 

Sylvester u. 12 1 92 

Joseph M 11 4 80 

Ernest M . 11 6 84 

Vincent M 12 S 56 

Wendy U 12 2 72 

Kitte F 11 8 84 

Carlyne F 11 10 62 

Candace F 11 7 88 

Lillian F 11 6 86 

Linda F 11 1 56 

Holda F . 11 7 60 

Rebecca F 11 7 76 

Average Score 75.0 
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TABLE 2. SCOHES OF GROUP 2 ON TEST 1 WHERE FILM 
WAS SHOWN wnnour COMMENT OR EXPLANATION 

Pupil Sex Aqe 
Yr. Mo. 

Paw 
Score 

Robert M . 14 10 40 .... 

Clinton M . 13 4 38 ..... 

Gene M . 12 5 26 

Nathaniel M .. 13 7 26 

Clayton M 13 n 40 

Roland M 13 6 36 

Louise F 13 7 52 .. 

Patsy F 12 4 30 

Della Mae F 13 6 26 

Phyllis F 14 4 32 

Delores F 13 4 12 

Average Score 33.3 

Group One scores showed a range of 34 with an average score 

of 75.0* Some of these students in Group One had a language barrier 

but otherwise were above average in scholastic ability. These are 

the pupils who show the largest gains in the second test where terms 

were defined and procedures discussed. 

Group Two scores showed a range of 40 with an average of 33*3. 

In this group all the pupils had a language barrier. Some were very 

serious. And in addition to the language problem all these pupils were 

very low in scholastic ability. 
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There was a difference of 41.7 in the averages of the two 

groups on Test One. The significant results of the tests which 

followed is the narrowing of this difference in average between the 

two groups, showing that the low ability group profited more from 

the extra time, explanation, and discussion. 

Following Test One a day later the film, "Uhderstanding the 

Problem,rt was shown. However, before the film was shown several 

minutes were devoted to defining terms and discussing the principles 

and procedures which would again be stressed in the film. Following 

the showing of the film a test of 50 items was given on problems 

using the principles and procedures in the film. The results of this 

test appear in Tables 3 and 4. 

The results of Test Two revealed an average gain of only 

7.9 for Group One whereas Group Two showed an average gain of 17.1. 

The author believes that in addition to the lower level of ability 

on the part of Group Two, this difference in gain between the two 

groups was partly due to the language barrier which was overcome to 

some extent by the explanation of terms and discussion on procedures 

which preceded the showing of the film. This was borne out also by 

Sammy*s scores in Group 1. This boy was above average in intelligence 

but had a very definite language barrier since only Cheyenne was spoken 

in the home. He showed a gain of 18 points in Test 2 over Test 1. 

The next day Test 3 was given. For several minutes preceding 

the shov/ing of the film, terms were defined, procedures explained 

and questions asked and discussed. This was a repeat of the process 

followed in Test 2. Following the showing of the film another test 



TABU- 3. XCRES OF GROUP 1 OH TEST 2 WHERE 
A FEW MINUTES WERE DEVOTED TO DEFINING 
TERMS AMD EXPLAINING AND DISCUSSING PRO¬ 
CEDURES TO BE PRESENTED IN THE FILM 

Pupil Sex Age 
Yr* Mo* 

Raw v. 
Score 

Terry n , 12 3 100 

Marvin n 11 9 76 

Sammy u 13 1 90 _ 

Sylvester 12 1 100 ... 

Joseph M 11 4 86 

Ernest M 11 6 90 

Vincent M 12 8 68 . 

Wendy ? . M . 12 2 76 

Kitte V 11 8 96 , 

Carlyne F 11 10 68 

Candace F 11 7 96 

Lillian F ,, 11 6 92 _ 

Holda F   11 7 58 . 

Rebecca F ....' 11 7 84 ..... 

Average Score — 82.9 



TABLE 4* XOHES OF GROUP 2 CN TEST 2 WHERE SOME 
TIME WAS TAKEN TO DEFINE TERMS AND EXPLAIN 
AM) DISCUSS PROCEDURES TO BE PRESENTED IN 
THE FILM 

Pupil Sex., Aqe 
Yr. Mo. 

Raw 
Score 

Robert M , 14 10 58 .... 

Clinton M  13 4 60 

Gene M 12 5 48 

Nathaniel M 13 7 48 

Clayton M 13 2 60 ..... 

Reland M 13 6 62 

Louise F 13 7 60   

Patsy F 12 4 44 ... 

Della Mae F , 13 6 32 

Phyllis F 13 4 48 . . 

Delores F 13 4 36 ..... 

Average Score 50.4 

of 50 items was given using similar but not identical problems based 

on the principles and procedures used in the film. 

On Test 3 Group One scores showed a range of 30 as compared 

to 32 on Test 2* This group had an average on Test 3 of 85,7 as 

compared to 82.9 on Test 2. Group Two scores showed a range of 34 

on Test 3 as compared to 24 on Test 2. The author believes this 

widening of the range within this group indicates that a few of this 
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low ability group had about reached their optimum performance in Tost 

2 while a few were able to profit from further explanation and a repeat 

of the showing of the film* 

TABLE 5. SCORES OF GROUP 1 ON TEST 3 WHERE 
TEST 2 PROCESS WAS REPEATED THE SECOND 
DAY 

Pupil Sex Age 
Yr. Mo. 

Raw 
Score 

Terry M 12 3 100   

Marvin M. - 11 9 76 

Sammy M 13 1 92 

Sylvester M . .. 12 1 100 ,, 

Joseph M . 11 4 88 

Ernest M,. ' 11 6 86 

Vincent U 12 8 70 

Wendy • M.... 12 2 82 

Kitte F 11 8 98 

Carlyne F , 11 10 76 ..., 

Candace F ... 11 7 98 . , 

Lillian F 11 6 92 , 

Linda F n 1 70 

Ho Ida F n 7 68 

Rebecca F ii 7 90 

Average Score 85.7 



TABLE 6. SCORES OF GROUP 2 ON TEST S WHERE TEST * 
2 PROCESS WAS REPEATED THE SECOND DAY 

Pupil . Sex Aqe 
Yr. Mo. 

Raw „ 
Score 

Robert M 14 10 56 ,1..: 

Clinton M 13 4 68 

Gene M 12 5 56 

Nathaniel SI. 13 7 60 

Clayton U .. 13 2 72 

Roland M .. 13 6 62 

Louise F 13 7 *70 

Patsy F 12 4 54   

Della Mae F 13 6 38 

Phyllis F 13 4 56 

Delores F 13 4 38 

Average Score 57.3 

The results of Test 3 revealed that the second showing did 

not indicate that the gain was worth the time and effort required* 

Group 1 showed a gain over Test 2 of an average of only 2.8* Group 

2 again showed a larger gain but not as much as might have been 

expected. 
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Summary 

From the tests in general it was concluded that a little time 

devoted to the defining of terms and discussing the principles and 

procedures to be presented in the film makes a more effective learn¬ 

ing situation especially for the pupils in the lower ability groups* 

The advantages of other visual and manipulative aids and some 

specific uses will be discussed in the following chapter* 



CHAPTER IV 

EVALUATION OF OTHER AIDS 

Filmstrips 

One of the advantages of filmstrips over moving pictures is 

the ease of adjusting the timing to meet the needs of the pupils. 

It is much easier to have a discussion of a frame on a filmstrip than 

on a moving film because the filmstrip is so constructed that only 

one picture is presented at a time* However, the lack of action on 

the film may make for loss of interest sooner than with the moving 

film* 

Calculating Discs 

Calculating discs may be cut from masonite or plywood* The 

first disc should be about 22 inches in diameter and fixed with a 

ring to hang on the wall* This disc has a pin in the center so that 

the decimal and degree discs may be placed in position over the first 

disc* 

The disc is divided into sections by elastic cords attached 

to a frame on the back of the disc and stretched from the perimeter 

by notches or are passed through holes* The cord has a metal ring at 

the end and may be secured in the center of the disc by passing it 

over the center pin, or it may be passed on across the diameter of 

the circle and the metal ring be secured in a notch at the perimeter* 
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By means of these elastic cords the disc can be divided into 

halves, quarters, eights, and sixteenths* The denominator of the 

fraction to be made is fixed at the margin of the disc to show where 

to pull and fasten the elastic cords. 

Some possible uses of ,the fractional disc are 

1. Multiplication by whole numbers? 

3 X 2/8 = 8/8 =3/4 2 X l/2 = 1 

2. Dividing by whole numbers? 

3/41 4 = 3/16 1/2*2- 1/4 

3. Adding similar fractions? 

1/4 + 1/4 a 1/2 1/2 + 1/2 = 1 

4. Subtraction of similar fractions 

3/4 - 1/4 a 2/4 =1/2 

6/8 - 1/8 =5/8 

5* Addition of unlike fractions 

1/2 + 1/4 = 3/4 3/8 + 1/4 = 5/8 

Examples 1 What is l/2 of l/2? What is l/2 of l/4? ... 
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Degree Disc 

The degree disc is made about 19 inches in diameter with a 

hole in the center so it can be slipped over the pin andtfit on the 

face of the first disc with the elastic cords# This disc has numbers . 

on the edge indicating each 15 degrees up to 360 degrees* 

Possible uses are to demonstrate angles and degrees as well 

as for explaining parts of a circle, such as "radius,""diameter," ... 

and "circumference*" It may also be used to explain time as it 

relates to the Date Line and the Prime Meridian. The name DATE LINE 

is placed in red on the 180th meridian and PRIME MERIDIAN on the 0 

meridian* 

Percentage Disc 

The percentage disc is made the same size as the degree disc 

with a center hole for placing over the base disc. It is divided by 

lines indicating degrees with each 10 degrees indicated by numbers 

on the edge of the disc. 

Probably uses for this disc as pertains to grade six would bet 

comparing of decimal fractions, changing proper and improper fractions 

to decimals*and changing decimals to proper and improper fractions. 

Cutouts and Other Devices 

In the work with decimal fractions in grade six, such concepts 

as the extension of the place-value idea to the right of the units 
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place, the relationships with the common fraction and with money, 

and the comparison with whole numbers in the four fundamental opera- 

tions, are some of the major ideas to develop, according to Dickey* 

He also maintains that place value pockets, fraction charts, and such 

devices help in making the work meaningful* 

It is incorrect to assume that children of this ago 
and maturity profit very little from such learning aids. 
Teachers in training get helpful ideas from them. 

The teacher who understands the many meanings in the 
arithmetic of the middle grades and uses the most modern 
teaching materials available has gone a long way to doing 
a good job* 

If these manipulative materials are wisely used and if 
practice is sufficient in amount and right in kind, and if the 
evaluation is broadly conceived in terms of attitudes as well 
as knowledge and skills, the program of arithmetic will be greatly 
improved in the middle grades.^ 

Vtfheat offers some illustrations to show hew visual and manipu¬ 

lative materials can be used to teach the fundamental operations 

of fractions. Ho.says: 

The pupils must understand what the multiplication 
question requires then to do.3 

Thus, 0 X l/2 asks, “Eight halves are how many wholes?" 

The pupils may place eight halves of objects side by side. 

A ■ R) R y y . _Z_ y\ y y y. 
^Dickey, John W., "Comments on Middle Grade Arithmetic," The 

Arithmetic Teacher, February, 1958, p. 36. 

°Wheat, Harry Grove, How to Teach Arithmetic, Row, Evanston. 
111., 1951, p. 244. T * 
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Next the pupils put the halves together. 

The pupil can see that eight halves make four wholes. They 

then write what they have discovered: 8 X l/2 = 4. ' . 

The child must understand that the question, *What is 5 - l/4?” 

means, ’‘How many fourths in five?" It can be illustrated with cut¬ 

outs like this: 

number of objects number of fourths 



CHAPTER V 

STO1ARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECO.VMBIDATIONS 

Summary 

Authorities are agreed that the added emphasis today on 

mathematics makes it essential that teachers of arithmetic use every 

means available to help children develop the concepts necessary to 

understand arithmetic* 

Concepts are generalizations about data which are related so 

that one is enabled to respond to, or think about specific stimuli 

In a particular way. These concepts arise out of one’s experience 

with concrete objects* This experience with concrete objects can 

be given to pupils through the use of visual aids and manipulative 

devices* 

The most effective way to use films is for the teacher to 

precede the showing of the film with careful explanation of terms 

and processes to be used and to raise questions, permit pupils to 

ask questions and discuss them with the class. 

When using manipulative devices it enhances the learning 

situation if the pupil can be permitted to operate the device in 

his study of the problem, for the more senses that can be brought 

into tho solution of the problem the more complete will be the under¬ 

standing of the pupil. The more one can involve the various senses 

the better the concept is fixed in the mind. 

The teacher of arithmetic should provide as many multlsensory 

devices as possible and keep them in a mathematics laboratory where 
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they are available to the children for their use in problem solving. 

Aids are especially helpful in developing concepts of frac¬ 

tional and decimal parts and equivalents. 

Conclusions 

It must be pointed out. again that not every method of present¬ 

ing a concept or a process vdll bo equally effective for all children. 

Visual aids are not a "cure-all** for all mathematics ills. Each 

serves a useful even if limited purpose. They are only a means to 

an end. Their purpose is to help in the transition from percept to 

concept in the child*s mind. As Lovell pointed out in his book, 

The Growth of Basic Mathematical and Scientific Concepts in Children, 

the time must come when the child possesses a concept divorced from 

things, apparatus and action, unless his mental operations are to be 

severely limited. 

Visual and manipulative devices are helpful in developing and 

extending concepts especially with pupils in the lower ability groups* 

Adequate preparation should be made for the use of aids if they are 

to produce the most good. 

The brighter children will not need as much work with concrete 

materials because they will begin to think in terms of abstract 

symbols much sooner than those in the lower ability groups. 

There is no easy ’’formula'* that will solve the difficulties 

encountered in teaching a class of thirty or more pupils who repre¬ 

sent a wide range of differences in ability, in background, in will 
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to learn, and all other aspects of human quality* But to be conscious 

of the situation and try to dp something about it is a good starting 

point* Flexibility of presentation is usually inore satisfactory 

than establishing and maintaining one special procedure. 

Teachers also have individual differences and the procedure 

that works well for one may not prove to be especially valuable to 

another. Ahyays we hold as our unattainable aim that each student 

should learn at his optimum rate. !Ve must be content in the admis-* 

sion that we cannot teach all pupils as wall as we should like and 

that progress viill probably be less than vie desire in many cases* 

Fecomrendations 

The author would like to see further study made with control 

groups especially in the use of moving picture films. As yet the 

number of good color films is limited. Many more should be made 

using color and dramatizing life-like situations which will help 

the pupils to transfer mathematical concepts to their own daily 

experiences. 
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